BRIEF TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH DEEP
10 April 2020

LET’S TALK
Coronavirus

Together we can protect ourselves and those we care about

Colleagues

At present we are considering how best to approach the
President’s announcement and will also be seeking an
urgent engagement with organised labour during the
next few days. We accordingly request your patience and
understanding, as we decide how to manage a very complex
and fluid situation.

By now you will be aware that President
Ramaphosa has directed that South Africa’s
COVID-19 lock-down is going to be extended by
another two weeks, until 30 April 2020.

We will continue to stay in touch with all our people.
If you have any questions please contact our hotline:
072 512 9753 or 072 649 8255, or watch our Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/goldfieldssouthafrica/

In congratulating and thanking the people of South Africa
for heeding the call to be safe and responsible during lockdown, he appealed to everyone for patience and even more
resolve. He also indicated that certain sectors will return to
operation sooner than that, in the national interest, and that
we would hear more about this next week.

Thank you for your support for our President and the selfdiscipline to do the right things to ensure your health and
safety, and that of those you love and care about. We have
full confidence that we can and will get through this crisis
and build a better future.

We, at South Deep, will continue to heed the call by the
President. We do not yet know whether mining will be
restarted. But, if and when it does start up, there will be a
build-up to production, with our total and absolute emphasis
on ensuring the health of our people.
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